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* Display your favorite photos or quotes as the background of your screen * Display your favorite photos as digital picture frames * Change the font, color, and locations of the text * Display your affirmations when and where you want them * Randomize the order of your lists or combine all of them together * Change the repeat interval for your affirmations * Use
your own photos as the background of your screen * Customize your affirmations lists * Store your affirmations as flash cards * Memorize facts with Affirmator Serial Key * Easily switch between affirmations and photos * Easily rotate between your affirmations * Mix and match your affirmations lists * Share Affirmator via email * Get notification when

affirmations are ready * Share affirmations with friends using your phone's Facebook or Twitter apps * Highlight a section of your screen or entire screen * Get notifications when affirmations are updated * Add your Twitter account for tweets * Automatically add new affirmations, photos, and quotes when you wake up * Automatically sign out whenever your screen
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* Optimize your screen settings for flexible and eye-catching display of the powerful affirmation lists and posters. * Use your photo as your display background. * Choose among more than 40 new backgrounds and let it randomly cycle through! * Unlock new photo backgrounds at any time. * Create a new list of affirmations or use one that comes with Affirmator. *
Change the font, color, and layout of the affirmations. * Start multiple lists of affirmations and other displays at once. * Preset a timer for the duration of a list. * Share affirmations on Twitter and Facebook. * Receive a desktop wallpaper with the randomly selected background. * Download new photos from the photo library. * Copy the photo to your clipboard for
pasting into documents. * Customize the location of the affirmations on your screen. * Choose between four different horizontal and three vertical layouts. * Vibrate to show the affirmations when a preset duration has elapsed. * Display the time when the affirmations are displayed. * Choose the desired frequency of showing the affirmations. * Add as many
affirmations as you like. * Repeat the affirmations indefinitely until you turn them off. * Preset a location on the screen to show the affirmations. * Choose where the affirmations are displayed, which screen region. * Turn off the affirmations when you do not want them displayed anymore. * Alarm to show the affirmations when the alarm goes off or when a time runs
out. * Use an adaptive screen to detect the orientation and show affirmations accordingly. * Three modes of operation and custom screen settings enable your device to do just about anything. * Automatically empty out the list. * New gestures detect when you hold your device in your palm and tap to scroll, scroll, scroll, scroll, then tap again to return to the last screen
position. PICO Browser is a file browser with lot of useful features. Give it a try today! You get to choose different backgrounds and themes. Also, you can create your own themes with your own photos and you can install or un-install them anytime. There are tons of useful features like unlimited bookmarking, save search, duplicate selected files into different
directories, fast file search using various search algorithms and much more. On-screen keyboard lets you type passwords quickly. You can change the keyboard from small, normal and big. Pico

What's New in the Affirmator?

Use your photos as backgrounds or display just the photos like a digital picture frame. Affirmator is highly customizable, letting you set frequency, duration, and location of your affirmation lists and photographs. Change the font, color, and locations of the text. Randomize the order of your lists or combine all of them together. Use Affirmator to memorize facts. Use it
as digital flash cards. Get Affirmator and take it for spin to fully assess its capabilities! What's New in This Version: - fixed bugs in the App - fixed randomizes of lists - fixed issues of changing background image - updated translations - new translations - Updated translations Affirmator is freeware, and it's available on the Google Play Store. On the Google Play Store,
you can also find other apps like Photo Frame, Animated Photos Wallpaper, Make Wallpaper, and Simple Camera Wallpaper. ------------ If you like Affirmator, please support our efforts and give us a five-star rating! We really appreciate it! - thank you Intensive Memory Training This is a new Android version of Intensive Memory Training. For those of you who want
to improve their memory or have an old memory, you can download this app to help you easily learn more easily. Stress your brain or take a rest! The application is a puzzle game. There is game "Memory", where you can save your memory to a flash card, and "Memory Game", where you can compete with your friend's score. Use this app to make a flash card and play
each game. You can practice at will. You can compete with your friends for the memory score. You can use the daily puzzle and make a flash card. If you want to challenge the puzzle you can play a fun game. We are always working hard. Support us through a five-star rating! ------------ If you like Intensive Memory Training, please support our efforts and give us a five-
star rating! We really appreciate it! We will work hard to develop more applications in the future. Thank you for your continued interest. We appreciate your contributions. If you like our application, you can write your review or give us a rating. Let us know your experience through your review. We are always developing this application! Thank you for your continued
support. ------------ This application is for personal use only
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System Requirements For Affirmator:

Runtime: 17 mins 0.91 MB App download size 100.0 MB Total size Requires OpenGL 3.3 Recommended Pre-requisites: This is a pretty fun but also a bit tricky game. Imagine a nightmare! You wake up in the middle of the night and notice that your fingers start growing into claws. Scared and surprised, you feel them stretching across your body. You scream, but you
become mute, as your vocal chords are now made of fur. This gets you
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